The research trends that are available in the area of image compression for various imaging applications are not adequate for some of the applications. These applications require good visual quality in processing. In general the tradeoff between compression efficiency and picture quality is the most important parameter to validate the work. The existing algorithms for still image compression were developed by considering the compression efficiency parameter by giving least importance to the visual quality in processing. Hence, we proposed a novel lossless image compression algorithm based on Golomb-Rice coding which was efficiently suited for various types of digital images. Thus, in this work, we specifically address the following problem that is to maintain the compression ratio for better visual quality in the reconstruction and considerable gain in the values of peak signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR). We considered medical images, satellite extracted images, and natural images for the inspection and proposed a novel technique to increase the visual quality of the reconstructed image.
Introduction
Digital images have become very common in the present societal needs, especially in the electronic industry and other applications like medical imaging, satellite imaging, multimedia applications, and high-speed data internet data paths. The concept of image processing thus leads to the evolution of different image acquisition devices like still and video cameras and web cameras. Thus, our work is to designate a novel technique for solving the forward as well as inverse problems in the still image compression. The solutions derived from these forward and inverse matrix computations facilitated a comprehensive meaning for the image compression for JPEG 2000 and JPEG-LS [1] [2] [3] .
Review of Existing Techniques
JPEG 2000 still image compression standard supports both lossy and lossless compression schemes, whereas JPEG-LS is a lossless image compression scheme. The JPEG-LS uses statistical based coding techniques such as Golomb, Huffman coding, and Golomb-Rice (GR) coding techniques. Nowadays most of the VLSI-based companies and multimedia application oriented industries are offering the Golomb and Golomb-Rice coding for their applications. Thus, it is observed from the literature survey that the necessity of optimization is an essential parameter in image compression.
Somasundaram and Sumithra [4] derived a compression algorithm using the GC technique. In their research work it was shown that the results were compared with existing coding techniques along with the standard EBCOT. The maximum PSNR achieved is 68 dB. The work was executed for bpp values ranging from 0.01 to 0.75 bpp. Meany and Martens [5] derived a technique in this area. The algorithm uses split field coding to attain less complexity.
The development of different techniques for the images of various types of domains is the critical issue in the research area. Thus, we investigated and developed a lossless 2 ISRN Signal Processing image compression termed as a novel coding technique. The reconstruction of the image resembles with the original input image at the receiving side with good visual quality.
Golomb coding invented by Solomon Golomb emerged as an important tool in lossless compression. The well-known coding technique in the area of lossless image compression is embedded block coding with optimal truncation (EBCOT). Due to its limitations regarding computation time and image sizes the Golomb-Rice coding is considered as the replacement for EBCOT. After that the DCT compression using the GR coding technique proposed by Kadayam Thyagarajan becomes an interesting look towards lossless image compression. We considered DWT highly reduces the redundancy than DCT.
From the basics of the GR code, the nonnegative integer of each code is to be extracted first. For the encoding process the extracted nonnegative integer " " and the rank " " are to be considered. Then, we encoded the code word prefix that is ⌊ /2 ⌋ using unary code. Here the suffix is mod 2 using k-bit natural binary code [6] . The Golomb parameter, quotient, and run length at zero condition are derived. The concatenation process is elevated for remainders and quotients.
Role of Scalar Quantization in the Proposed Work
Among the two quantization techniques, that is, vector and scalar, the scalar quantization is essential for arranging the DWT coefficients in the prescribed set of amplitude levels. In general, either uniform or non uniform quantization can be performed. But the preferable is nonuniform for lossy compression techniques because of its nature of variation from one static subband image to another. The static image is then reconstructed using the general decompression process with multiresolution analysis of level 2, and the reconstructed image was displayed for performance measure.
Flow Chart of the Proposed Novel Algorithm
We investigated here the optimization techniques for a good reversible DWT decomposed image through the proposed technique. Various types of images were selected for simulation to measure the performance levels of the technique. The input image is grouped in blocks of 4 * 4 pixels to minimize the computational complexity. The quotient and remainder values are preserved from each encode step. By selecting the optimum compression technique, the flexibility was achieved for the requirement of various specified applications in the work. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) family embedded is biorthogonal 3/5. This biorthogonal 3/5 helps in the perfect reversible process [7] . The filter taps are having 3 and 5 filter coefficients for LPF and HPF designs, respectively [8] .
The discrete meyer (DMEY) wavelet efficiently worked [8] and has given better results with the proposed technique. The compression and reconstruction results are studied and evaluation done to show the comparative better performance with existing methods. Due to its reversible nature, the DMEY is incorporated in the developed algorithm. We selected level 2 as it gives a better approximation of the original image. The flow chart of the proposed technique is shown in Figure 1 .
Proposed Coding Procedure
The procedure of developed coding is explained in the following section.
Step 1. The parameter has to be fixed to noninteger value.
Step 2. Generating of the code word by encoder.
Step 3. Select unary coding for quotient and truncated binary encoding for the reminder as per GR procedure.
Step 4. For GR code log 2 ( ) bits are necessary, and they can be loaded.
Step 5. Bit reversal order of given data is applied.
Step 6. Rearrange the new data into two groups G1 and G2.
Step 7. Flip the G1 bits and transmit after the conversion into Gray code.
Step 8. Flip the G2 bits and transmit after the conversion into Gray code.
Step 9. Then the data is sent through the selected transmitting medium.
Step 10. End.
We proposed a novel technique in the direction to measure the performance by considering the relationship between the Q-value and PSNR values. Thus, the developed algorithms were compared with the present valuable contributions mentioned in the references [4, 9] . Simulated graphs are incorporated as Figures 5, 6 , and 7.
We considered image pixels of 8 bits. The quantized version of the DWT transformed coefficients, especially LL band, and the quotient, the remainder derived from the GR coding, were taken as inputs for the proposed novel algorithm. The proposed algorithm begins with a bit reversal of all transformed pixel values.
Then the encoded data bits are made into two groups, namely, G1 and G2. At first, G2 bits are inverted. After that the inverted G2 bits are encoded using Gray code to allow data bits to transmit; that is, the output bits are allowed to any channel for transmission. The channels may be wired or wireless. The condition considered is that the DWT level 2 is applied for the image to decompose it into subbands. For the perfect reversible process, biorthogonal 3/5 is used. The developed technique exhibits better results than the existing and is well suited for the medical, satellite, and natural images. The computational cost and complexity can be considerably reduced using the proposed technique if it is implemented on VLSI validation.
Simulation Results
The proposed novel technique was tested on different image sizes, and the results are incorporated in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. We applied and tested the proposed algorithm on different images. Quantitative results were posted in tables for some images, and the processed images are shown for remaining tested images.
The general formulae of bits per pixel and PSNR are given below. The performance of the algorithm was estimated with respect to PSNR value and visual quality: bits per pixel (bpp)
= (
Output image size Input image size ) × 8. The image sizes are measured in bytes:
peak signal-to-noise ratio
where MSE = mean square error.
Description of Example (Aerial).
We applied the proposed novel algorithm on the aerial image. The DMEY decomposes the image to the second level using reversible wavelet family, and the DMEY coefficient version of the image is given as inputs to the proposed algorithm. The compressed image and the decompressed image are shown in Figure 2 . It is observed that the reconstructed image is near the appearance of the original image. Thus, the objective of research work is achieved. Now, the resulting images are studied and viewed at different values of . At = 4, the image had better compression ratio and poor PSNR value [8] . At = 12, image quality is better than 4 but there is reduction in compression ratio. Finally, at = 34, the PSNR value reaches highest and the good visual image is noticed. Thus, the aim of the work is achieved.
The Q-value range even in this case is also considered as 4 to 34 which in turn affects the compression ratio. Similarly, it is noticed that in all the cases at the -value of 34 the image appeared in good quality with better compression ratio. The key observation is that the derived PSNR values showed slight variations depending upon the chosen images (Figures 3  and 4) .
The derived values are incorporated in Tables 1, 2 , and 3. Bits per pixel EBCOT Reference [9] Reference [4] Developed Chest (medical) 
Conclusion and Future Scope
The developed novel technique for the lossless image compression technique investigated the bottlenecks of the existing algorithms. The visual quality of the compressed images and the reconstructed images seems to be good by maintaining the compression efficiency high. The proposed technique shows better results when compared with existing methods. The important parameter in the compression, that is, the PSNR value, is highlighted, thus resulting in good processed [9] Reference [4] Developed Jupiter (satellite) images. The proposed algorithm is executed on different images such as medical images, satellite images, and natural images like Lena for the high visual quality. Further, the validation for natural images can also be carried out.
